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Abstract:

Bragg grating reflectors placed along microcavity facets can improve the efficiency of a polymer dye laser
built with such a microcavity. The impact of different reflector designs on the mode pattern and resonance
frequencies of the microcavity is numerically simulated and analyzed. This rigorous physical model is
based on solving the Maxwell equations and includes such material properties as absorption, dispersion,
fluorescence and optical gain. In certain cases, an asymmetrical layout of the reflectors can be more
preferable than the pair of reflectors located on opposite sides of the microcavity as it is implemented for
typical design.
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1.

Introduction

Microcavity lasers have been continually attracting more
and more interest for their potential use in “lab-on-a-chip”
technologies, primarily for bio- and nano-science applications, like drug screening, micro-fluidic systems and others [1–3]. Dye microlasers can be an effective solution for
such techniques since they offer much in-demand features
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in these branches: narrow radiation linewidth and broadband wavelength tunability in the visible part of spectrum [4]. A microcavity containing gain material embedded in a polymeric-based host matrix is possible to fabricate with efficient and robust nano-imprinting lithography
that is an essential factor for cheap mass production of
“use-and-dispose” components [5]. Although polymer dye
microlasers cannot yet achieve the same superior performance demonstrated by other micro-sized devices of similar class, e.g., very high Q-factors like in photonic crystals or micro-ring cavities, they possess advantages not
achievable with those competitors. Firstly, this operation
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in the visible range of the spectrum is difficult to realize
in both photonic crystals and micro-ring devices [6]. Secondly, the monolithic (polymer) microcavities offer a better
fill-factor of the lasing modes and have enough physical volume to provide the required optical gain for lasing.
This feature is very poor for micro-ring cavities in which
whispering-gallery modes are mostly localized in a tiny
area along the walls [7].
In this report, we discuss the rigorous physical model of
microcavity solid-state dye lasers of the size comparable
to radiation wavelengths. The simulation is based on solving the wave equation for the cavity field by means of the
finite element method (FEM). The model includes physical properties of the cavity, i.e., dispersion, optical losses
and dye fluorescence to provide the optical gain. A splitcoupled cavity consists of parts separated by tiny gaps.
The cavity modes are spread in different sections and coupled via evanescent waves existing in these gaps. Such
a structure breaks the rectangular symmetry of a classical cavity and allows forming the field modes using total
internal reflection from the walls. Thus, highly reflecting mirrors, e.g., metal layers can be avoided. Applying
Bragg grating reflectors (BGR) placed on certain facets
enhances the efficiency of the microlaser. The remarkable
feature of such a design is that the efficiency improvement
is achieved with non-symmetrical positions of the gratings,
different from the “classical” approach in lasers using distributed feedback or back reflection components exploiting
the Bragg gratings. Since the main part of the microcavity
and reflectors are made of the same material, such a laser
is feasible for one-step nano-imprinting manufacturing. In
this letter, we mainly focus on the impact of the reflector
design on the laser output efficiency, whereas the fundamental physical and operational features of polymeric dye
lasers were recently covered elsewhere [8, 9].

2. Microcavity laser layout and modeling details
The geometry of a laser microcavity is based on the
square-shaped cavity split along the diagonal line, thus
forming a split-coupled cavity consisting of two triangle
parts (Fig. 1). The gain section, a polymer bar filled
with dye, is inserted between the triangles. Such a design allows the efficient use of total internal reflection
to form a pattern of standing waves inside the microcavity. This “cutting axis of symmetry” breaks a simple rectangular symmetry and creates preferable conditions for
elementary wavelets (from point sources in the gain section) propagating in up/down directions. This, in turn,
defines the direction of “efficient wavevectors” with inci-

Figure 1.

Schematic layout of the microcavity dye laser with Bragg
grating reflectors. For modeling, reflector pairs “1+3” and
“2+3” are investigated. Integration of the output power to
calculate the mode spectra is performed along the dashed
line Γ.

dent angles of 45 degrees to the facets rather than perpendicularly to them [9]. The latter case would require
highly reflecting mirrors to build up cavity modes. An
external prism is placed at a distance smaller than one
wavelength from a facet to couple out the laser radiation by catching the evanescent waves penetrating outside the cavity. The triangle sections are modeled with
SU-8 polymer and the gain bar contains the mixture
of poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) and Rhodamine 6G
(Rh6G) dye. Both the PMMA and SU-8 are most commonly used polymers in nano-imprinting lithography, and
PMMA is well-known as a typical host material for solidstate dye lasers because of its good solubility with the
Rh6G dye [10, 11]. The refractive indices of PMMA and
SU-8 are nd−p = 1.492 and npol = 1.595 respectively, while
the thickness of the gain bar is ld−p = 0.8 µm and the cavity base line islpol = 4 µm (Fig. 1). The thickness of the
out-coupling air gap lair = 0.2 µm is found as the optimized value to provide the maximum output intensity for
one of the lasing modes around 567 nm. This mode corresponds to the most efficient operation of the Rh6G dye.
Values for the refractive indices of PMMA and SU-8 are
also considered for this wavelength.
To investigate the improvement of the cavity performance
by a more efficient entrapment of light inside the material, we add a set of external reflectors based on the Bragg
grating structures made from the same material as the triangle sections, i.e. SU-8, and placed behind the facets
of the microcavity (Fig. 1). Along with the classical, de203
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fined here as “face-to-face” design (only reflectors 1+3
are chosen), we tested the asymmetrical structure where
“adjacent” sections of the reflector are included (reflectors
2+3). The latter variant might be practical in certain cases
of manufacturing the “lab-on-a-chip” devices where microcavity lasers can be connected to other micro-photonics
components.
In many cases, microcavity lasers are assumed to have a
planar structure, thus our model can be safely restricted to
2D geometry with in-plane TE waves, so that the electric
field vector has only the z-component E z (perpendicular
to the plane of figure). Although such a model is simple enough, it is still physically realistic to accurately
describe the main features and operation performance of
the device. Electromagnetic wave propagation inside a
dielectric cavity and its surroundings is described by the
wave equation



∇×

1
∇ × Ez
µr

− εr k02 Ez = 0,

(1)

where εr is the relative permittivity, µr is the relative magnetic permeability, and k 0 is the free space propagation
constant. Dye molecules are modeled as 500 excitation
point sources of spherical waves which is a reasonable
approximation corresponding to modest dye concentration
(about 10−1 -10−2 mmol/L) at the scales of the microcavity geometry. Dispersion, absorption and gain (for the
polymer-dye section) phenomena are included into the
model using the real and imaginary parts of the material refractive indices. Using a representation of the wave
vector k in its complex form, a relation between the optical absorption and imaginary part of the refractive index
is obtained in following form [12]
n00a = −

λ0
α(m−1 ),
4π

(2)

where c is the speed of light, f is the light frequency, λ0
is the light wavelength in free space, and α is the optical
absorption. Absorption values for SU-8 and PMMA are
relatively small in the visible, 1.4 dB/cm and 0.65 dB/cm,
respectively. They only marginally contribute to the influence on the output lasing power. However, since the
PMMA part contains the Rh6G dye which has both strong
absorption and fluorescence in the visible, the imaginary
part of the refractive index of the gain material is significantly responsible for the output lasing spectrum. Both
cases of the absorption and gain are described with expression (2) using signs “-” or “+” in the relation, respectively. Thus, the imaginary part of the refractive index
leading to the optical gain inside the cavity is given by
n00g =
204

λ0
g(m−1 ),
4π

(3)

where g is the optical gain coefficient, and all other variables are the same as in relation (2). Combining both
real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, and using known absorption and fluorescence spectra for Rh6G,
complete relations for the refractive index are obtained for
the gain section
nl - d = n0PMMA + i (n00PMMA + n00a - dye + n00g - dye ),

(4)

and for the rest of the cavity (triangle sections without
gain properties)
npol = n0SU - 8 + i n00SU - 8 ,

(5)

where subscripts “a-dye” and “g-dye” stand for the absorption and gain (emission) resulting from the presence of
the Rh6G dye inside the material. The emission spectrum
for the dye is found by applying the “mirror image rule” to
relate the absorption and fluorescence (Fig. 2)1 [13]. Fig. 2
also displays the stopband profile of the BGR (green line)
implemented in the model. Each section of the reflector
consists of 10 slabs of 118 nm thickness each. The spectral profile of the grating is adjusted to provide maximum
reflectance for the wavelengths within the fluorescence
range and diminish it in the absorption region. Assembling
complete expressions for refractive indices (4) and (5)) for
proper sections of the microcavity and applying them in
Eq. (1), we have numerically investigated the electric field
structure and spectra of the microcavity modes for different cavity design with BGRs. For the modeling part of the
investigation, we used the finite element method (FEM)
implemented in Comsol Multiphysics.

3. Impact of BGRs on the output efficiency
To investigate the increase of the output efficiency due to
BGRs placed behind the microcavity facets, we selected a
spectral region around the lasing mode at a wavelength of
567 nm. This mode is close to the maximum of the Rh6G
fluorescence profile (blue line in Fig. 2). Even without reflectors, the microcavity provides noticeable confinement
of the electromagnetic field due to total internal reflection from the cavity walls (Fig. 3). However, a considerable portion of the energy can be noticed leaking outside
the microcavity. After placing two BGRs around adjacent facets of the microcavity, a significant decrease in
1
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energy leakage outside the microcavity is clearly noticeable (Fig. 4a). Simultaneously, about 6 dB increase in
the output efficiency is achieved for the strongest mode of
λ = 567 nm (blue line in Fig. 4b). Mode spectra in Fig. 4b
for both, the original microcavity without reflectors (red
line) and improved design (blue line) are compared and
given in arbitrary units normalized to the maximum value
of the improved efficiency at 567 nm. BGRs arranged in
“face-to-face” layout have demonstrated similar enhancement of the field confinement (Fig. 5a and growth in the
output efficiency for the laser modes (Fig. 5b. Roughly
the same 6 dB increase in the efficiency for the strongest
mode is obtained.

a)

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Spectral profiles of the dye absorption (red), dye fluorescence (blue), and Bragg grating reflectors (green). All
curves are normalized to their maximum values. Reflectors have the following parameters: refractive index contrast is ∆n = 0.6, thickness of the layers is 118 nm, central
wavelength of the stopband is 631 nm.

Electric field pattern inside the microcavity without reflectors for the mode wavelength λ = 567 nm.

b)

Figure 4.

a) Comparison of the longitudinal mode distribution for microcavity without external reflectors (red line) and for the
“adjacent” BGR (combination “2+3” in Fig. 1, blue line).
b) Corresponding electric field pattern for the mode wavelength λ = 567 nm.

On the other hand, a certain difference can be noticed in
the way the mode spectra are changed for the two reflector
designs. Along with a strong increase in the main mode
(567 nm), the “adjacent” configuration demonstrates a
general lift of the background signal for about 2-3 dB. The
“face-to-face” layout does not increase the background
level. That can be, in a certain sense, treated as the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand,
such a configuration selectively enhances other modes and
creates new side modes that do not exist in the original
microcavity without reflectors (around 550 nm in Fig. 5b).
This effect demonstrates a certain trade-off related to the
enhancement of the desired and “parasitic” side modes
and should be accounted for in particular applications of
such microcavity lasers.
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Conclusion

Using numerical modeling based on the application of finite element methods, we have investigated the impact
of external Bragg grating reflectors on the mode structure of a microcavity polymer dye laser. The main goal of
such reflectors, which can be realized in different designs,
is to enhance the output efficiency of microcavity lasers.
Modeling results demonstrate an expected improvement
in the output efficiency. Along with a classical approach
based on “face-to-face” location of the reflector sections,
an asymmetrical combination of two “adjacent” reflectors
was considered. Providing the same improvement in the
laser efficiency, such a design can be more efficient than
the “face-to-face” layout for the fabrication technology of
photonics components in “lab-on-a-chip” systems.
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